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SASTRUGI 
 
Sastrugi is a half-sister to an exceptional grade one winner,and is by the Leading 
Second Season Sire of 201, Bodemeister, sire of Kentucky Derby victor Always 
Dreaming in his first crop. 
 
Sastrugi is half-sister to standout performer Morning Line. A grade one winning 
millionaire who ran six triple digit Beyer Speed figures, Morning Line took the Carter 
Handicap (gr. I), Pennsylvania Derby (gr. II), and Mervyn LeRoy Handicap (gr. II), and 
was beaten by just a head in the Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile (gr. I). Sastrugi is also half-
sister to stakes placed Brady Baby, and to Snow Kid, the dam of graded stakes placed 
Daddy’s Kid and Gefest.  
 
The dam, A.P. Indy’s daughter Indian Snow, has several producing daughters, and in 
addition to the graded stakes producing Snow Kid, they include Sastrugi’s three-
quarters sister, the Empire Maker mare Madame Secretary, whose first foal, the 
Tapit two-year-old High Drama, was a winner last time out for Bob Baffert and is 
nominated to the Starlet Stakes (gr. I). She also has a current two-year-old by 
Violence, a yearling filly by Hard Spun, and a colt foal by Liam’s Map.  
 
Sastrugi is a three-quarters sister to graded stakes placed November Slew, the dam 
of multiple stakes winner Hiraboku Wild. Indian Snow is also half-sister to Arctic 
Drift, the dam of graded stakes winners Kuroshio and Believe‘n’Succeed, stakes 
winner Agulhas, and granddam of Champion Bounding.  
 
Sastrugi’s second dam, November Snow, a daughter of Storm Cat, was co-
highweighted filly in the U.S. at three, and is a winner of three graded stakes, 
including the Test Stakes (gr. I) and Alabama Stakes (gr. I). November Snow is a sister 
to graded stakes winner Scatmandu, and to the dam of stakes winner Grass World, 
three-quarters sister to multiple stakes winner Lady Sorolla, and half-sister to 
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Princess the Great, the granddam of stakes winning and group one placed 
Monachesi.  
 
Sastrugi is by Bodemeister, the Leading Second Crop Sire of 2017. A spectacular 
victor in the Arkansas Derby (gr. I), Bodemeister produced thrilling front-running 
efforts in the Kentucky Derby (gr. I) and Preakness Stakes (gr. I). Bodemeister is off to 
a tremendous start to his stud career, his first three-year-olds include the Kentucky 
Derby (gr. I) and Florida Derby (gr. I) hero Always Dreaming and the multiple graded 
stakes winning sprint star American Anthem. 
 


